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I am currently a board member of the EITI representing civil society. As a board member, I participated in 
Validation, Governance and Audit committees. I worked with my colleagues to uphold the principles of EITI. The 
EITI is not just a mere evaluation of country compliance with the Standard but an affirmation of our commitment 
to good governance and the value of democratic space in enforcing transparency and accountability.  

My experience in the EITI board taught me the importance of negotiation, camaraderie, and respect for all sectors.  
As a result, we continued to protect civic space and succeeded in including mandatory contract disclosure, and 
environmental reporting in the EITI. I have more than 20 years of experience working with civil society, private 
sector, and the government on public sector reforms. Before joining the EITI board, I was a member of the 
Philippine EITI MSG and the National Coordinator of Bantay Kita/PWYP Philippines. The Philippines was the first to 
meet the EITI Standard and I am proud of how we made EITI relevant to the country. We expanded the scope of 
EITI implementation to include contract, social, and environmental disclosures.  
 
I am currently a professor in the University of the Philippines. I have an undergraduate and master’s degrees in 
Economics and a PhD in Law and Public Policy.   I sit in the board of different civil society organizations. I engage 
civil society organizations by providing technical assistance on issues that are relevant to the movement and the 
communities. My research papers and publications on the extractive sector complement our advocacy work and 
inform different policies. I am a member of different networks and I actively participate in political discussions and 
trainings to build civil society capacity. As a board member, I regularly communicate and coordinate with different 
CSO organizations to gather inputs, learn their perspectives and advocate their interests.  

I strongly believe that effective EITI implementation needs strong civic space. EITI assumes equality among 
government, business and civil society. Good governance of the sector can only happen if civil society operates 
freely and independently from the government and the industry. Thus, the implementation of EITI should at least 
promote and ensure the protection of that democratic space not just within the EITI process but within the 
extractive sector. It should pursue subnational EITI implementation to create additional spaces for stakeholders to 
participate in EI governance. The EITI should also build on its social and environmental reporting requirements to 
strengthen environmental accountability. Disclosure should include information on the use of auxiliary resources 
(e.g. water, land), and rehabilitation. EITI should require the disclosure of social and environmental impact 
assessments prior to the issuance of licenses. Disclosure on the impact of EI operations on climate risks should also 
be included. These are urgent issues that EITI should consider to honor its commitment to good governance and 
sustainable development. 

My passion to contribute to change is evidenced by my personal and professional life. We may have substantial 
challenges but we can overcome them if everyone makes a contribution. Seeking the board position is a way to 
contribute in improving resource governance. I commit the same passion, and openness to suggestions and 
criticisms if given a second term. 

 


